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The Sunshine Coast Design Strategy identifies the key built and natural characteristics of the region 
that need to be protected and reflected in new development to ensure that all we hold dear about 
the Sunshine Coast remains into the future. 
 
The draft Design Strategy is the result of extensive engagement with design professionals, 
planners, developers, professional bodies, community groups and the wider community and 
Council.  All were asked what they value about the Sunshine Coast, what makes the Sunshine 
Coast great and what they would like to see protected or enhanced as the region grows.  
 
Our climate, our landscape and trees, our ocean and waterways and our diverse communities were 
identified as fundamental values we must consider and work with in all future built form.  
 
To help protect and promote the values, a set of 9 design principles have been developed.  In 
addition, there are a series of priority actions to help illustrate designing with these principles in 
mind. 
 
The Sunshine Coast Design Strategy will not be a mandatory code or a style guide.  
 
The Design Strategy aims to inspire good design of all new built form on the Sunshine Coast – 
Council buildings, parks, streets, new broadscale development, new suburbs, new houses, 
renovations, roads, artwork, bush reserves, public buildings and places… 
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Sunshine Coast Fundamental Values 
Our climate, our landscape and trees, our ocean and waterways and our diverse communities were 
identified as fundamental values we must consider and work with in all future built form. 

These fundamental values informed nine design principles which aim to guide and influence the 
design process and outcomes of all streams of design including buildings, streets, open spaces, 
infrastructure, suburbs and public art.  

 

Considering these principles through the design process is an important way to ensure we respect, 
protect and enhance the unique character of the Sunshine Coast. Great design is not generic. One 
size does not fit all. It responds to the particular qualities of a place. 

Four fundamental values reflect the way the region is experienced and define its character. They are 
at the heart of what makes the Sunshine Coast distinct and the foundation for a set of design 
principles required to shape our future. 

 We love our climate  
 We live within and cherish our landscape  
 We treasure our ocean and waterways 
 We are a community of communities 

 
01 We love our climate  
The Sunshine Coast climate is one of the most livable in the world and we love and 
appreciate the lifestyle it gives us. Creating places that work with and harness our climate is 
a fundamental requirement of Sunshine Coast design.   
 

The Sunshine Coast’s climate is celebrated. Stable temperatures offer opportunities for outdoor living 
all year round, facilitating a lifestyle loved by established residents and attracting new ones to the 
region. 

We can draw on natural ways to find comfort in both hot and cold weather.  The natural landscape 
provides shade and breeze. Our proximity to waterways and the ocean provides cooling comfort in 
the heat and warms the land during winter. In our cooler months many places of sunshine are found.  

Sunshine Coast design takes advantage of the climate. It creates places that reflect, in look and feel, 
the positive qualities of the climate and the experiences offered as a result. Designing with climate 
also enables us to live in comfort; enhances our wellbeing; connects us with the outdoors; and 
reduces dependence on energy use.  

Our climate draws people into the outdoors to experience life and contributes to our mental and 
physical well-being. Many areas do not have the benefits of climate we do. We love our climate. 
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02 We live within and cherish our landscape 
Our natural landscape connects and frames our communities. It provides a green backdrop 
that separates our centers, enhancing their individuality and reinforcing a strong sense of 
identity and diversity.  The inclusion of landscape to shape places and contribute to their 
enjoyment is a fundamental characteristic of Sunshine Coast design at all scales.   
 
The natural environment is central to the character of our landscape and the Sunshine Coast way of 
life. We are proud to be embedded in a natural environment that is a significant part of our daily lives 
and recognised nationally and internationally.  The green frame of our hinterland, that is always 
visible, and the blue frame of our ocean and waterways contributes significantly to our sense of 
identity and character.   

From grand to local scale, our landforms, vegetation and catchments, wetlands, waterways, coastal 
foreshores and marine waters, intermingle with and frame our distinctive communities.   

Throughout the Sunshine Coast our streets and distinct urban spaces contain parks, large shady 
trees, and green spaces that offer views of the larger landscape beyond. The greenery in these built 
areas also connects us to the natural environment, reducing stress, fostering community and creating 
an enviable lifestyle.  

We are proud to be situated within a nationally and internationally recognised natural environment of 
living landforms that are part of our daily lives.  We live within and cherish our landscape. 

 
03  We treasure our ocean and waterways 
We live within a web of rivers, creeks and swamps that hold and filter water, and release it 
into the ocean. This system supports plant and animal life, industries such as agriculture, 
tourism and fishing, and provides a beloved playground. Waterways and the ocean have 
contributed to the making of our lifestyle over thousands of years. Creating places that 
preserve, enhance and reflect the beauty of our living waterways and ocean is a 
fundamental requirement of Sunshine Coast design.   
 

The ocean, its foreshores and the region’s waterways provided food, transport, and industry for 
Aboriginal peoples of the Sunshine Coast and remain central to their customs and beliefs. Waterways 
and ocean routes offered a gateway for European exploration and settlement. Many urban centres in 
the Sunshine Coast are founded along river banks and ocean foreshores. Our lifestyles have adapted 
around water. We farm, we swim, we surf, we boat, we snorkel and we fish.  

Our landscape is dotted with surf clubs, boatsheds, jetties and wharves. Water sparkles, reflects light 
and makes our region shine.  

Our waterways and ocean are home to fish, crustaceans, turtles and water birds, such as the black 
swan, a bird of great significance to the Kabi Kabi people.    

Good Sunshine Coast design preserves and enhances our waterways and does not interfere with 
their natural flow into the ocean. Good Sunshine Coast design promotes public access to the ocean 
and waterways and, where suitable, and integrates features reflecting our marine and river system 
environment.  

Our ocean and waterways have shaped our settlement patterns, our industry, our character and 
lifestyle. They underpin our region’s health. We treasure them. 
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04 We are a community of communities  
The Sunshine Coast is a collection of diverse communities passionate about maintaining 
and celebrating their distinct values, stories and lifestyles. This diversity is a cherished 
inherent quality of the Sunshine Coast that contributes to the character of our region. A deep 
appreciation of our unique communities, their heritage and characteristics is fundamental to 
delivering good design.   
 
Our communities are as diverse as our landscape. The Sunshine Coast is built on layers of rich 
indigenous culture and the cultures of those who settled later. The Kabi Kabi and Jinibara, the 
traditionally connected people of the Sunshine Coast Council area, place great cultural significance 
on the landscape and its biodiversity. Their extensive knowledge, land management and connection 
with the natural environment support sustainability and an ongoing social, cultural and spiritual 
connection.  

Lutherans, Quakers, Torres Strait Islanders and others arrived to work the land, bringing with them 
particular skills. Cane, pineapple and dairy farming were all part of the mix. Communities shared ideas 
and collaborated to bring produce to market. Later, the hippy trail fostered pockets of alternative 
living.  

The sharing of ideas feeds an innovative culture. Start-ups are incubated on the Sunshine Coast. As 
new people arrive, the layers of culture, heritage, creativity and know-how will grow.  This diversity 
and ethnic mix, combined with a thriving creative arts culture, will continue to make the Sunshine 
Coast a great place to live.  

We celebrate our distinct communities and the distinct places they create. We want to be connected 
but not homogenised. We are a community of communities 

 

 

 

 

The following principles are based on our fundamental values and will inform designs to retain those 
values into the future.   

Each principle preserves particular aspects of the fundamental values, provides guidance on how to 
design with the principle in mind and identifies what could happen if it is not applied. 
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Design principles informing  
Sunshine Coast design  
 

Principle 01 Work with the local climate 

Principle 02 Create places that respect and incorporate 
landscape  

Principle 03 Bring our culture, arts and heritage to life 

Principle 04 Capture and frame natural views and create 
vistas  

Principle 05 Strengthen and extend a network of 
environmental and green corridors linking 
places  

Principle 06 Be inspired by the natural and built environment 

Principle 07 Make shady streets that put people first 

Principle 08 Create inclusive places that can be enjoyed by 
everyone 

Principle 09 Ensure places are resilient and ready for 
change 
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Principle 01  
Work with the local climate 
Section Focus - take advantage of the local climate – promote life outdoors - let natural light in – reduce the 
extremes of temperature – maximise climate comfort – create low energy lifestyle options  

 

Design Guidance 
Stable year-round temperatures, cooling breezes in summer, sunny spots in winter and 
places of natural shade provide opportunities for outdoor living all year round.  
 
Good design on the Sunshine Coast works with this sub-tropical climate to create places 
with a sense of openness and permeability, and a strong connection to the outdoors. Good 
design also offers opportunities for people to enjoy the outdoors and live a low energy, 
affordable and healthy lifestyle.  
 

Why this is important 

Design that works with our climate enhances our well-being by enabling us to connect with the 
outdoors and live in comfort, while minimising the need for artificial cooling, heating and lighting. The 
Sunshine Coast’s climate provides opportunities to shape a built environment that works with sunlight, 
shade and natural breeze. 

Design that ignores our climate can leave us closed off from the environment in poor performing 
buildings that rely on expensive air-conditioning to keep us comfortable. These designs are inefficient 
and costly in the long run. 

The ‘whole of life cost’ of buildings, streets and landscapes is the core consideration of climate 
responsive design aimed at energy reduction. Climate responsive design also maximises our comfort, 
encourages us to experience the outdoors and connects us to our natural surrounds.  

 

Designing with this principle in mind 

1. Orientate buildings and outdoor spaces to maximise access to light and shade, and harness 
local breezes.  Generally, this is a northern orientation. 

2. Promote indoor/ outdoor living by providing visual and physical access to the outdoors from 
indoor spaces.  

3. Position doors and windows to allow passive ventilation through buildings.  

4. Provide shading to internal and external spaces to maintain comfortable temperatures and 
weather protection, using both built (eaves, awnings and shutters) and landscape elements.  

5. Allow occupant controlled comfort by incorporating windows, doors and screens that can be 
easily opened and closed to harness and control natural light and breezes, and shut out 
unfavorable weather.  

6. Create places that are resilient to extreme weather events. 
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Principle 02  
Create places that respect and incorporate landscape 
Section Focus – enhance and augment existing landscapes - provide landscape as an integral part of new 
developments, not as an add on – work with natural topography  

Design Guidance  
Sunshine Coast communities are embedded in the natural landscape. Local mountains, green 
ridgelines and significant stands of vegetation embed our towns and centers to provide a ‘green 
frame’ that is constantly on view. Similarly, creeks, waterways and coastal ocean views provide a 
‘blue frame’.   

Waterways, vegetation and landforms also provide an important separation between communities, 
framing our villages and towns and contributing to their individuality. At a local level parks and green 
streets reinforce the sense of being embedded in landscape. Being embedded in the natural 
landscape is an essential aspect of the region’s character, and of our sense of self and well-being.   

Good Sunshine Coast design ensures our landscape character continues to underpin the identity and 
experience of the Sunshine Coast. 
 

Why this is important  

Design that respects and incorporates all aspects of the landscape reinforces the region’s 
character and allows us to stay connected with the natural environment, which in turn contributes to 
our well-being and sense of self.   

Making space for new and existing trees and vegetation in keeping with the natural biodiversity of the 
region will ensure landscape qualities are enhanced by built form and our larger environment 
protected.  

Designing without respecting and incorporating the landscape severs our connection with the 
natural environment and reduces the attractiveness of the region by undermining its character. Tree 
and vegetation cover is reduced. There is little shade. Buildings are not screened or softened. Streets 
become hot and uncomfortable. The rich mosaic of individual villages is eroded making us one super 
suburb without personal attachment or loyalty. Biodiversity, visitor appeal and the wellbeing of 
residents is lost.  

The natural landscape of the Sunshine Coast is millions of years in the making. It is a unique offering 
that defines and inspires. We can shape the built environment to respect its qualities, not the other 
way around. 

Designing with this principle in mind 

1. Undertake a landscape character assessment of the local area, and other landscape zones 
affected at the project planning stage to gain a thorough understanding of its distinctive 
qualities.   

2. Build around and contribute to the established landscape by providing adequate space to 
protect existing trees that provide character, comfort and shade, and by incorporating new 
trees in keeping with the natural biodiversity of the area.  

3. Protect trees, large swathes of vegetation, waterways and rural lands that provide important 
separation between activity areas and communities.   

4. Retain and work with existing landforms and waterways by minimising cut and fill. 

5. Provide sufficient space for both a tree’s canopy growth and root growth (deep soil planting). 

6. Create areas of mass tree planting by co-locating planting areas in private and public open 
spaces to contribute to the dominance of landscape.  
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Principle 03  
Bring our culture, arts and heritage to life 
Section Focus – be inspired by local history – creatively interpret the past and local community characteristics – 
interpret local building traditions  

Design Guidance  

Our varied cultural traditions are woven across the landscape and settlements of the 
Sunshine Coast. The cultural traditions, heritage places and creative arts offer a tangible, 
collective record of the region’s history and its evolution. These contribute to the identity of 
communities, foster a strong sense of belonging and connect the past with the present and 
future.   

  

Good Design on the Sunshine Coast promotes and develops opportunities to understand, 
share and celebrate distinctive cultural offerings. 
 

Why this is important 
Design that respects and reflects our cultural heritage enriches people’s lives, colours our region 
and fosters shared values among our diverse communities. This is increasingly important as we 
welcome more people to the region. Good design provides the means to bring us together while 
respecting individuality. 
 
Design that ignores our diverse community offer is boring. Our heritage and culture is replaced 
with on trend offerings that quickly date. We look the same as any other place. Built form holds little 
meaning for the community. People take little pride in urban spaces, which can fall into disrepair as a 
result.   

New projects and upgrades provide an opportunity to engage Traditional Owners, historians, the 
community and art makers in the planning and design process. As a result significant places are 
understood, conserved, interpreted and shared to ensure our region remains vibrant and loved. 

 
Designing with this principle in mind  

1. Determine whether a site has historic and cultural significance at the beginning of the 
planning phase.  Such stories and connections can provide a site with specific design 
inspiration that could result in a unique built form and/or creative art opportunity. 

2. Engage with Traditional Owners and seek their participation in the planning and design 
phase.  

3. Engage a heritage specialist to assess the heritage impact of the proposal at the planning and 
design project phase, when working on or adjacent to heritage places or objects. 

4. Engage with the local community at the planning and design project phase, to understand the 
shared values, stories, and creative opportunities to inform the design of buildings and places. 

5. Retain and enhance culturally important places or objects. 

6.  Inventively interpret culturally important places or objects and sensitively incorporate these 
into designs to reinforce the distinctive qualities of place. 

7. Seek opportunities to reflect the local character and identity of neighbourhoods, towns and 
communities, by integrating cultural stories and art into the design of buildings, streets and 
landscape spaces. 

8. Provide opportunities to incorporate affordable creative spaces into new and infill 
development. 
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Principle 04  
Capture and frame natural views and create vistas 
Section Focus - capture and incorporate views and vistas – contribute to the character and quality of views – 
shape development to help improve legibility – create places that visually benefit from the green and blue 
landscapes around them 

Design Guidance  
The dramatic natural setting of the Sunshine Coast offers extraordinary views of glittering 
sea, sweeping heath, verdant rainforest and jagged rock from many vantage points. These 
views connect people to place, to each other and to the region. Many say that when they see 
the distinctive forms of the Glass House Mountains they know they are on their way home. 
Landscape features ground us in location and in the case of road trips, assist navigation, 
creating memorable journeys for residents and visitors alike.   
 

On a neighbourhood scale the ability to look through windows at trees and plants continually 
reminds us where we are and what connects us. 

Why this is important 

Design that captures and embeds views and vistas within the built environment contributes to the 
identity of the area by strengthening a sense of location. The particular attractiveness of the region is 
on display for all to see and we know where we are. Design that cleverly incorporates views and 
vistas—not only looking out from a site but also looking to the site, embeds the built environment 
within its local and regional context and connects us with it. Views and vistas also connect people and 
communities with one another. We don’t feel alone. 

  
Design that does not consider views and vistas erodes the natural context of a place. We look out 
on buildings, infrastructure and roof tops. We could be anywhere. We find it more difficult to locate 
ourselves in space. The particular identity of our region is not available. We feel shut off from each 
other and our community. Tourism suffers, as does our mental health.  

 

Designing with this principle in mind  

1. Retain and enhance prominent views of landscape features, significant stands of vegetation, 
trees, waterways and beaches.  

2. Frame significant views in the planning and design of buildings, structures, streets, and 
landscapes. Be aware that the view to the building or landscape that you are creating has an 
impact on the community and place.  

3. Design to ensure views and vistas are created that provide benefit to the whole community. 

4. Position signage and infrastructure to avoid blocking prominent views and vistas. 

5. Locate important buildings, cultural and civic spaces in prominent locations to maximise views 
to and from these places. 

6. Work sensitively with key view corridors by aligning streets, landscapes and open spaces to 
protect and enhance the focus of the view. 

7. Locate building openings in relationship with the natural landscape and strengthen the visual 
and physical connection between them. 
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Principle 05  
Strengthen and extend a network of environmental and 
green corridors linking places  
Section Focus - strengthened green corridors – connect ecological and landscape destinations – provide strong 
and safe pedestrian and cycle routes – provide more diverse options for getting around in the region – connect to 
natural assets 

Design direction 
The Sunshine Coast’s beaches, waterways, environmental reserves, parks and open spaces 
provide corridors that connect the region, away from roads.  Using these natural routes as 
part of our daily commutes contributes to our health and reduces reliance on roads and cars. 
They also connect our communities. 
Good Sunshine Coast design uses, protects and augments environmental and green 
corridors to offer pedestrians and cyclists safe travel routes. 
 

Why this is important 
Our network of accessible waterways, beaches and foreshores, reserves parks and open spaces 
provide a natural movement corridor between built spaces that encourages bicycles and pedestrians 
and strengthens the biodiversity of the region.  

Design that recognises the unique opportunity to establish a comprehensive, region wide network 
of green corridors supports more equitable and sustainable transport options and provides an 
environment that encourages exploration and activity. This green network enhances our lifestyle and 
reinforces the Sunshine Coast as an attractive place to visit and live. 

Design that ignores the potential for green corridors linking our region pushes our natural 
environment to the edge of urban areas. We are cut off from nature. It is more difficult to reach the 
places that allow us to destress from urban life. Our options for transport are largely reduced to driving 
vehicles along sealed roads. Our carbon footprint is increased. We become sedentary. Our health 
declines. 

Our natural assets are a core reason people move or visit the Sunshine Coast and they remain 
relatively intact and connected, where many other areas have fragmented these or privatized access.  
This presents us with an amazing opportunity and a real point of difference that reinforces our 
Sunshine Coast character.   

 
Designing with this principle in mind 

1. Locate development , streets and trails to (physically and visually) connect communities into 
the regional landscape system linking tree canopies, open spaces, bushland and waterways  

2. Utilise the regional landscape network to create a pedestrian and cycle system that makes 
journeys safe, direct, comfortable and stimulating. 

3. Sensitively incorporate opportunities for active and passive recreation, such as trim trails, 
seating areas and viewing points, and design these features to ensure they are in keeping 
with the natural setting and environmental values of the place.  

4. Understand that any development or street, regardless of size, can enhance the green 
network by ensuring sufficient space for large shade trees and landscaping is included 
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Principle 06  
Be inspired by the natural and built environment 
Section Focus  – incorporate natural materials in the built environment – seek opportunities to use local 
products – take inspiration from local landscapes 

Design direction 
Our local landscape, our heritage and our climate all contribute to the ‘look and feel’ of the 
Sunshine Coast. The colours, textures, forms and variety of the natural landscape inspire 
place specific design palettes.  The response to our climate informs how all of these 
components go together. 
 
In a similar way our history and heritage buildings provide sightlines to the past reminding us 
where we have come from, how we became who we are today and the qualities that inspire 
our future. 
 
Good Design on the Sunshine Coast is inspired by landscape, the substance of our histories 
and elements of built forms that have served us in the past to create a strong sense of local 
identity.  
 

Why this is important 

Design inspired by local and natural materials reinforces the significance we place on our natural 
environment and helps integrate built form into the varied coastal, and hinterland surroundings of the 
Sunshine Coast and further define individual communities.  Design inspired by the substance of our 
histories and the character of communities differentiates us from built form elsewhere. Each 
community becomes a unique offer that collectively speaks to the rich mosaic that is the Sunshine 
Coast. 

Design that is not inspired by local and natural materials is in danger of being at odds with the 
surrounds and undermining the look and feel. Buildings resemble buildings that are seen anywhere 
else. Design that ignores our histories and cultures does not speak to us or tell our stories to the wider 
world. Our identity is diluted. We feel at odds with our surrounds.   

Authentic places that reflect its unique nature in built design reinforce the identity of residents and 
provide a clear choice for those who decide to settle in one area rather than another.  

  
Designing with this principle in mind 

1. Prioritise using locally sourced, natural and sustainable materials. 

2. Use a palette of materials inspired by the colours, textures, forms and plant species of the 
local area to create places with a strong local identity. 

3. Take note of local history and the local environment that may inspire shape, form and design 
elements. 

4. Ensure projects respect and respond to their local context - refer to the Sunshine Coast 
Planning Scheme - Local Character Zones.  

5. Take a whole of life approach to projects when considering costs to explore the wider benefits 
of built spaces that add to a total experience that attracts visitors, retains residents and 
continues to gain value.  
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Principle 07  
Create shady streets and put people first 
Section Focus - walkable streets - shade – well connected places – economic contribution of public realm 

Design direction 

Great streets give priority to the comfort and safety of pedestrians and cyclists, encourage 
social, cultural and economic exchange, and provide access to public transport. 

  

Good Sunshine Coast design creates a built environment that is walkable and comfortable 
for pedestrians and cyclists, creating a connected network of linear and shady spaces that 
support life on the street. The region’s streets encourage a strong bond between people, 
landscape, and climate. They provide comfortable and people-paced public space that 
support diverse and vibrant local economies and bring the natural landscape of the region 
into the heart of its growing communities. 
 

Why this is important 
Streets play a complex and important role as key public spaces where safety, comfort and community 
connection are priorities. While streets have been typically seen as places of movement, primarily 
focused on vehicles, users and modes of travel are becoming more diverse.   
 
Well planned and well-designed streets consider the space required to prioritise pedestrians, 
cycles and future mobility options, in combination with services and infrastructure.  Large shade trees 
are essential as they encourage people to linger and connect. Great streets also provide the stage for 
economic exchange to take place.  Cafes, shops and services are inherently reliant on well-designed 
streets that encourage pedestrian trade. 
 
Poorly planned and poorly designed streets are hot, noisy, dangerous and vehicle orientated. 
There is little space for pedestrians, bikes or trees. People do not dwell on these streets. Prioritizing 
vehicle efficiency and budget conflicts with liveability and prosperity. We are more inactive, lonelier 
and feel unsafe. The landscape character of the Sunshine Coast is undermined.   
 
Delivering walkable and shady streets puts people first. The presence of people drives the local 
economy.  

 

Designing with this principle in mind 

1. Prioritise people over vehicles and infrastructure by providing generous clutter free footpaths 
with plenty of shade, places to rest, good lighting, unobtrusive wayfinding and safe street 
crossings. 

2. Design streets to retain existing healthy trees and provide ample space above and below 
ground for new tree planting. 

3. Design streets and movement corridors to establish an interconnected tree canopy and 
mitigate urban heat island effects. 

4. Ensure that road reserves are wide enough to comfortably accommodate footpaths and large 
canopy trees, not just vehicle carriageways, car parking and infrastructure needs.  

5. Connect streets with green corridors to create a leafy network linking communities and key 
destinations. 

6. Create streets that reinforce a distinctive and place specific character.  
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Principle 08  
Create welcoming places that can be enjoyed by everyone 
Section Focus - inclusive public spaces - (economic and socially) contributory development - positive public/ 
private space relationships – active streets that support opportunities for vibrant commerce  

Design direction  

Communities thrive when people feel welcome and included. A built environment that 
accommodates the needs of the whole community is essential to ensure the Sunshine Coast 
remains vital and vibrant. 

 

Good Design on the Sunshine Coast creates places that are welcoming and accessible to 
all, delivering public and private places that also contribute to an active street life and 
community enjoyment. 

Why this is important 
The natural and built environment of the Sunshine Coast is enjoyed by the whole community. 
Connection with the natural landscape, its views, environmental reserves, waterways and the 
coastline, is open, timeless and non-discriminatory.  These places have the capacity to connect 
people through a shared desire to experience the best of the natural environment and the lifestyle 
associated with it.  

Likewise, a built environment that is accessible, affordable and capable of accommodating the needs 
of all ages and abilities is essential to supporting the needs of a growing and increasingly diverse 
community.  

Design that welcomes ensures the natural and built environments remain accessible and affordable 
for everyone to enjoy. Welcoming spaces unite and build community, and foster pride and 
attachment. People use these spaces and care for them. 

Design that restricts access to members of our community does not contribute to the public 
realm. Our best looking and loved features are privatised. Our buildings and spaces send a message 
that they only belong to the few.  We become inactive, lonelier and feel unsafe. The sense of shared 
community pride is lost. 

The Sunshine Coast is known as generous and friendly. Welcoming design that meets the needs of 
people of all walks, socioeconomic backgrounds, cultures and ages reflects and reinforces our 
identity. 

Designing with this principle in mind 
1. Ensure development within or adjacent to natural assets (views, environmental reserves, 

waterways and the coastline) maintain or enhance public access. 

2. Create adaptable and flexible spaces that accommodate a variety of uses and meet the 
needs of a diverse community. 

3. Provide entry spaces, openings, balconies, decks and awnings that tell people that the 
building or natural feature is open and welcomes them in.      

4. Consider how safely and easily the entire space can be accessed and used from parking a 
bicycle or car, to arriving at the front door, using the bathroom amenities, and leaving when it 
gets dark. 

5. Adopt Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) strategies to create safe 
places. 

6. Embed opportunities to adopt ‘Smart City’ infrastructure in public spaces to allow people to 
utilise technology and work comfortably outdoors. 

7. Design places that encourage equitable public access and that meet accessibility 
requirements set out in Australian Standard 1428.    
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Principle 09  
Design places to be resilient and ready for change  
Section Focus – respond to the challenges of change, - ‘build-in resilience’ - create flexible buildings streets and 
spaces – whole of life homes – build low energy and low maintenance places   

Design Guidance 

The key drivers of change on the Sunshine Coast include rapid and continual population 
growth, an evolving and growing economy, technological innovation and the impact of 
climate change.  
 
Good Design on the Sunshine Coast anticipates these changes by creating places with the 
potential to adapt to change and/or be used for other purposes; constructing built forms that 
last longer and use less energy, and designing places that embrace technology and 
opportunities for innovation.  
 
Why this is important 
Population growth on the Sunshine Coast has been steady and is forecast to increase over the next 
25 years. An expanding population and increased built form, places demand on land and competing 
land use.  By 2033 the Sunshine Coast economy is forecast to double and include a greater diversity 
of business types. Climate change will be the key driver shaping how and where we live . It is critical 
to understand and acknowledge the region’s vulnerabilities and opportunities if successful resilient 
and adaptable design outcomes are to be achieved.   
 
Design based on an understanding of the changing forces in our region leads to innovation and 
technology that supports a resilient future. Future thinking considers shifts in in how we live, work and 
play and prioritises doing more with less There will be more of us and we need to be clever with how 
we create spaces that ensure both our livability and the continuing economic viability of our region.  
  
Design that remains blind to change and prioritises construction efficiency and budget over 
resilience is both costly and undermines our ability to be ready for the future.  When circumstances 
change these built forms can be too costly to adapt and can hinder a fast and flexible response.   
 
Design with the future in mind is focused on flexible use, reducing our environmental footprint and 
awareness of the changing ways in which we live and work. It recognises the importance of 
continually evaluating design to respond to new circumstances and technologies.  
 

Designing with this principle in mind 

1. Create buildings, streets and landscapes with the capacity for adaptation, reconfiguration and 
re-use in response to changing needs.  

2. Design buildings, streets and landscapes to use less energy.  

3. Explore the use of alternative materials in the design of buildings, streets and landscapes to 
improve durability, sustainability and long-term resilience.  

4. Design buildings, streets and landscapes that harness the benefits of technology now and 
into the future.   

5. Design buildings and infrastructure to provide protection from extreme weather events. 

6. Locate buildings and infrastructure in places that have low risk of flood and inundation. 
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Glossary of terms 
 

Special thanks and contributions 
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